5th WORLD PARLIAMENT OF
SCIENCE, RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY – 2019
Objective
To further advance dialogues between science, religion and philosophy by drawing diverse
thinkers together to consider the possibilities of better mutual understanding across these
different fields of knowledge and inquiry.

Main Theme and Subthemes
The Main Theme of the World Parliament will be:
“Role of Science, Religion and Philosophy for World Peace and Well-being of the mankind”.
The World Parliament will be divided into subtheme sessions providing an opportunity to
focus on specific areas from the speakers’ own perspectives and real life experiences.

Pune Declaration
 The main conclusions of the World Parliament will be reflected and incorporated into
the Declaration of Pune to be considered and adopted by the leaders and participants
of the World Parliament.

Take Away from the Parliament
 Stand on the common ground of universal moral principles, promoting reconciliation,
overcoming barriers, and building pace
 Form a global network representing the diversity of the human family and all
disciplines of human endeavour
 Promote cooperation beyond boundaries of religion, race, ethnicity and nationality
 To learn about diversity of religions, viewpoints, philosophies and how its union with
science can bring peace to mankind

Main Theme
The Role of Science, Religion and Philosophy for World Peace and Well-being of the Mankind

Sub-Themes
1. Need to promote “Value Based Universal Education System” based on the appropriate
understanding of the Role of Science and Spirituality
2. Need to promote the Gandhian Philosophy of Truth and Non-violence to establish a peaceloving holistic global society
3. Religion and Religious scriptures of the World as ‘True Life-guiding Scriptures.’
4. Can science and religion be reconciled? What are the main obstacles? Scientific? Religious?
5. Which comes first: Religion, Science or Philosophy
6. My ideas to propagate Value Based education system to promote culture of Peace in the
World
7. Need to transform Universities into True Centers of Research, Innovation, Scientifically
oriented Knowledge and Wisdom for Holistic Human Development
8. Nature of Mind, Matter, Spirit and Consciousness and the methods of Meditation like Yoga,
Vipassana, Pranayam, Namaz, Prayer, Chanting etc. to develop positive thinking and
mindset

